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Abstract 

 

In this paper, lower and upper bounds on the expected nearest neighbor distance 

for distributions having unbounded support � � �0,∞� are derived, these bounds 

for generalized exponential distribution as typical are established. Then bounds 

for the risk of nearest neighbor of this distribution are derived. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Pattern recognition is about inference on the unknown nature of an observation, 

such that an observation is a �-dimensional vector �, and the unknown nature of 

the observation is called a class. It is denoted by 	 and takes values in a finite set 


 � �1,2, … , ��. Suppose that we have a function �: �� →�1,2,… , �� where ���� 
represents one’s guess of 	 given �. This mapping is called a classifier. The 

classifier error on 	 if ���� � 	.  

The nearest neighbor rule was first studied by Fix and Hodges [5], [6]. Cover and 

Hart [1] proved that �∗ � �� � 2�∗�1 � �∗� under certain conditions, where �∗ 
denotes the Bayes error (the minimum probability of error over all decision rules), 

and �� is the nearest neighbor risk in the infinite-sample limit. Cover [2] has 

shown that �� � �� � ��� !� for the nearest neighbor classifier in the case 

one-dimensional bounded support, mixture density " # $ % 0, and under some 

additional conditions, where �� denotes the finite sample risk, and � is the 

sample size. Fukunaga and Hummels [7] studied the rate of convergence of the 

above bias in �-dimensional feature space, they proved that ��~	�∞ �( Γ��)*�
Γ+�)*),-., where Γ is the gamma function and ( is a distribution-dependent 

constant. Psaltis et al. [12] derived an asymptotic representation of the finite 

sample risk of a nearest neighbor classifier under the Euclidean metric for two-

class problem. This was extended to other metrics in Snapp and Venkatesh in 

[13]. Kulkarni and Posner [11] studied the rate of convergence for nearest 

neighbor estimation in terms of the covering numbers of totally bounded sets. Irle 

and Rizk [10] found an asymptotic evaluation of the conditional risk ����� (the 

probability of error conditioned on the event that � � �) by using partial 

integration and Laplace’s method. There is a wealth of consistency results in 

different directions available for nearest neighbor rules; see the collection of 

Dasarathy [3], the monographs by Devroye et al. [4], and Theodoridis and 

Koutroumbas [14]. 

In practice the sample must be finite. Furthermore, data storage and access costs 

favor small samples. Thus we want to show how rapidly does the statistical risk �� of a nearest neighbor rule approach its infinite-sample limit ��?, see [2], [7], 

[12]. But it is not clear for unbounded support. So we will give some contributions 

in the case of unbounded support for which we find asymptotic expansion for the 

finite sample risk �� for special distributions having unbounded support, such as 

generalized exponential and exponential distributions as typical. 
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The generalized exponential distribution has two-parameters (scale and shape) and 

many properties of this distribution are quite similar to a Weibull or a gamma 

distribution, therefore this distribution can be used as a possible alternative to a 

Weibull or a gamma distribution, see Gupta and Kundu [8], [9].  

In this paper, we find lower and upper bounds on the expected nearest neighbor 

distance for distributions having unbounded support � � �0,∞� in section two, 

These bounds for generalized exponential and exponential distributions (as a 

special case of generalized exponential when the shape parameter equal one) as 

typical are established in section three. Then, bounds for the risk of nearest 

neighbor of these distributions are derived.  

We will consider � taking values in some general separable metric space / 

equipped with metric 0 which we denote as the pair �/, 0�, and 
 � �1,2�. The 

probability of error for a classifier � is 1�	 � �����. For a given �, a classifier � 

yields a conditional risk 1�	 � ����|� � ��.  
If the joint distribution of ��, 	� is known then the best classifier is known as the 

Bayes classifier. The Bayes classifier �∗ minimizes this risk resulting in the 

conditional Bayes risk 4∗��� � 1�	 � �∗���|� � �� � 1�	 � ����|� � ��,     
for all classifier �. 
The Bayes risk is given by �∗ � 564∗���7 � 84∗���19�� 

Define the conditional mean of 	 given � � � as  ���� � 1�	 � 1|� � �� � 5�	|� � ��, 
and the conditional variance as   :!��� � 1�	 � 1|� � �� � ;1�	 � 1|� � ��<!. 
 

1.1 Nearest neighbor classification 

 

Recall that, if the joint distribution of ��, 	� is known, then we may compute the 

Bayes classifier �∗. In general the joint distribution of ��, 	� is unknown it is 

often assumed that in addition to � we have a training sequence =� �+6��*�, 	�*�7, 6��!�, 	�!�7,… , 6����, 	���7., where patterns corresponding classes 

observed and we assume that +6��*�, 	�*�7, 6��!�, 	�!�7,… , 6����, 	���7., the 

data, stem from a sequence of independent identically distributed random pairs 

with the same distribution as ��, 	�.  
The nearest neighbor rule assigns any input feature vector to the class given by the 

label 	′ of the nearest reference vector. The problem to be considered is the 

classification of a random variable 	 taking values in �1,2� given a sample � in /,  
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with the goal of minimizing the finite-sample risk �� � 1�	 � 	′�. The 

conditional probability of error for the nearest neighbor rule is defined as the 

probability of error in classification 	 by 	′ given � and its nearest neighbor �′ 
and denoted by 1�	 � 	′|�, �′�. By averaging 1�	 � 	′|�, �′� over �′, we obtain 

the m-samples conditional average probability of error ����� � 1�	 � 	′|��, 
and by averaging 1�	 � 	′|�� with respect to �, we obtain the unconditional 

nearest neighbor risk (the unconditional probability of error) 

                           �� � 1�	 � 	′� � 81�	 � 	′|�� "�����.  
Define the nearest distance at time � as �� � 0��, �′�. 
In the next, we begin by presenting (without proof) the following result, this result 

is due to Irle and Rizk [10], for which they found an upper bound on the finite 

sample risk �� in terms of the expected nearest neighbor distance. 

 

Lemma 1 

If, for some >* % 0 and 0 ? @ � 1 we have |���� � ���′�| � >*0��, �′�A, for 

all  �, �′ ∈ /, then for some suitable > % 0 independent of �,  �� � �∞ � >	;	�5���A 	� �5��! �A 	<, 
where	> � �C��>*, >*!�. 
 

 

 

2. A bound for risk 

 

In this section we derive the lower and upper bounds for the expected nearest 

neighbor distance 5�� for distributions having unbounded support � � �0,∞�. 
 

 

2.1 Deriving a lower bound 

 

Since, � � �0,∞� denote the support of our random variables 5�� � 8 1��� % D�	�D∞E � 8 8 1��� % D|� � ��∞EF �D	19����  
										� 8 8 1�	|� � �|% D��∞EF �D19���� � 8 8 1�	|� � �|% D	��19����F∞E �D  										� 8 8 1�	|� � �|	% D	��	19�����E∞E �D																																																							�2.1.1�  										# 8 68 1�	|� � �|	% D	�	19�����E 7��D�E ,																																																		�2.1.2�  
using Jensen’s inequality. 
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2.2 Deriving an upper bound:     

 

We use a constant 0 � G*��� ? ∞ depending on �, to write 5�� � 8 8 1�	|� � �|	% D	��∞E∞E �D	19����  
										� 8 8 1�|� � �| % D��	�D	19∞E ����	HI���E   																										� 8 8 1�|� � �| % D��	�D19	����∞E∞HI���   										� J*��� �	J!���,																																																																																										�2.2.1� 
where J*��� � 8 8 1�	|� � �| % D��	�D	19∞E ����,HI���E                                        �2.2.2� J!��� � 8 8 1	�	|� � �|	% K	��	�D	19	����.∞E∞HI���                                       �2.2.3� 
 

Firstly, we find Bounding for J!���. We assume for the following that |� � �| 
has a finite moment generating function M�	N, �� � 5	OP|9 Q|  , � ∈ �	, 0 ? N	 ? 1. 
By Markov's inequality for any  0 ? N ? 1  8 1�	|� � �|% D��∞E 	�D � 8 1	6	OP|9 Q| % OPR7�∞E 	�D  																																													� 	 8 	∞E M�N, ���O �PR	�D � 	 *�P 	M�N, ���.  
For N � *S�	, T # 1, we have 8 1�|� � �| % D���D � TM + *S� , �.� .∞E  It follows  

J!��� � T 8 M + *S� , �.�∞HI��� 19	����.                                                         �2.2.4� 
Now, we find Bounding for J*���. We write, for �	with density ", J*��� � 8 8 1�|� � �| % D���D	19����∞EHI���E   

													� 8 8 O �V�Q,R�		"���	�D	��,∞		EWI�X�E                                                    �2.2.5� 
where Z��, D� � � log1�|� � �| % D�. 
Assume that the following inequality holds: 

There exists $ % 0 such that for all � in the support of � and for all D % 0 

                                         Z��, D� # $D"���                                                   �2.2.6� 
From this inequality we obtain  8 8 O �V�Q,R�"����D�� � 8 8 O �_R`�Q�"����D��∞EHI���E∞EHI���E   

                                                  � 8 *_� ��HI���E � HI���_� .                               �2.2.7� 
We have to investigate validity of the inequality  � log1	�|� � �| % D� � � log�1 � 1�|� � �| � D�� # ε$"���.  
Since, � log1	�1 � b� # b for all 0 � b � 1, then 
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 � log1	�|� � �| % D� # �1�|� � �| � D�. Hence a sufficient condition for Z��, D� # $D"��� is given by 1�|� � �| � D� # $D"���.  
Note that this second condition will always be violated for unbounded Support 

letting D tend to		∞. Furthermore we remark: 

a) If ;�	, � � D< is contained in the support of  � and  " is increasing on  ;�	, � � D<, then  1�	|� � �| � D� # D"���. This also holds if ;� � D, �< is 

contained in the support of � and "	is decreasing on ;� � D, �<. 
b) If ;� � D	, � � D< is contained in the support of � and	" is convex on ;� � D, � � D< then 1�	|� � �| � D� # 2D"���.  

 

In the next section, we find lower and upper bounds on the expected nearest 

neighbor distance for generalized exponential and exponential distributions.  

 

 

3. Lower and upper bounds for the generalized exponential and 

exponential distributions 

 

Let � be a two-parameter generalized exponential random variable, and it has a 

density function "��� � cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ; 	�, c, d % 0. Here c is the shape 

parameter and d is the scale parameter. The density functions of the generalized 

exponential distribution for c % 1 is a right skewed unimodal with mode at 
hife , 

and it is a decreasing function for c � 1. When c � 1 the generalized exponential 

distribution coincides with the one-parameter exponential distribution.  

 

3.1 A lower bound for the generalized exponential distribution 

 

Using the method of 2.1. 	5�� � 8 8 1�	|� � �|	% D	��∞E∞E �D		cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ��  

												# 8 8 1�� ? � � D��∞E∞E �D		cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ��  

											� 8 8 1�� ? j��QE∞E �j		cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ��  

											� 8 8 61 � O ek7�fQE∞E �j		cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ��  

											� 8 +8 cd61 � O eQ7f *O eQ��	∞k .∞E 61 � O ek7�f�j  

											� 8 l1 � 61 � O ek7fm∞E 61 � O ek7�f�j  

											� 8 n61 � O ek7f� � 61 � O ek7f��)*�o∞E �j.  
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Substituting b � 1 � O ek, we obtain 

8 n61 � O ek7f� � 61 � O ek7f��)*�o∞E �j � 8 pqr pq�rsI�e�* p�*E �b. Then 

	5�� # *e 8 pqr pq�rsI��* p�*E �b.                                                                          �3.1.1� 
We note that 

1) If the shape parameter c is an integer in �3.1.1�, we obtain 

	5�� # *e t8 bf��1 � b � b! �⋯� bf * �⋯�*E �bv  
											� *e t *f�)*� *f�)!� *f�)w�⋯v # � + *�..  

2) If the shape parameter c is not integer, we obtain 

	5�� # *e t8 pqr�* p�*E �b � 8 pq�rsI��* p�*E �bv  
											� *e t8 bf��1 � b � b! �⋯�*E �b � 8 bf��)*��1 � b � b! �⋯�*E �bv  
											� *e t+ *f�)*� *f�)!� *f�)w�⋯.  
																											� + *f�)f)* � *f�)f)!� *f�)f)w�⋯.v  
											� fe t *�f�)*�,)f�f�)*� � *�f�)*�,)f�f�)!�� *�f�)*�,)f�f�)w��⋯v  
											# � + *�,..  
 

3.2 An upper bound for the generalized exponential distribution 

 

We use the method in 2.2. to find the upper bounds  

Firstly, We find bounding for J!���, we have  

M�N, �� � 56OP|9 Q|7 � 5�OPQ)P9� � OPQ5�OP9� 
        																															� 	cd	OPQ 8 	OPp61 � O ep7f *O ep�b∞E .																					�3.2.1�  
Put  O ep � j, we obtain 

cdOPQ 8 	OPp61 � O ep7f *O ep�b	∞E � cOPQ 8 �1 � j�f *	j P e⁄ 	�j*E     , N ? d 

Let y � �1 � j�f *,                                     �z � j P e⁄ 	�j	, 
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    �y � ��c � 1��1 � j�f !�j,                   z � kI{�| }⁄ �
6* �P e⁄ �7. 

Then, by partial integration 

8 �1 � j�f *	j P e⁄ 	�j � n�1 � j�f * ∙ kI{�| }⁄ �
* �P e⁄ �oE

*	*E    

																																																									� �f *��* P e⁄ �8 �1 � j�f !	j* �P e⁄ �	�j*E   

                                       � �f *��* P e⁄ ��6c � 1, 2 � �N d⁄ �7.   
Thus 

M�N, �� � 	f�f *��|��* P e⁄ � �6c � 1, 2 � �N d⁄ �7 � f�f *��|�6* �P e⁄ �7 ∙ Γ�f *�∙Γ6! �P e⁄ �7
Γ6f)* �P e⁄ �7  , N ? d 

             � �|�6* �P e⁄ �7 ∙ Γ�f)*�∙Γ6! �P e⁄ �7
Γ6f)* �P e⁄ �7 � �|�6* �P e⁄ �7 �c � 1�P e⁄ Γ62 � �N d⁄ �7, N ? d. 

Hence for N � *S�		 
M+ *S�	 , �.� �	O�� 	� ** 	 I�r	}�

� �c � 1�* S�e⁄ �Γ �2 � + *S�	e.��
� �	�	O�� ,     

where � � � ** 	 I�r}�
� �c � 1�* S�e⁄ �Γ �2 � + *S�e.��

�, and T�d % 1. Note that  

1�	� ** 	 I�r}�
� � +1 � *S�e *.� → O I�	},   as  �� →∞�.   

2�	�c � 1�* S�e⁄ → 0,  as  �→∞, since c � 1 % 1. 
3� �Γ �2 � + *S�e.��

� → 0, as		� →∞,  

    since 1 ? 2 � + *S�e. ? 2⇒ 0 ? Γ �2 � + *S�e.� ? 1. 
Now, we evaluate J!���                 
J!��� � Tcd� 8 O�� 		∞HI��� 61 � O eQ7f *O eQ	��.	  
Put  O eQ � j, we obtain for Td % 1,  
 Tcd� 8 O��∞HI��� 61 � O eQ7f *O eQ�� � Tc� 8 �1 � j�f *	j * Se⁄ 	�j,�{}�I�r�E      
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																																																																									� Tc�	� +O eHI���; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ �.,  
where 0 ? O eHI��� ? 1, and � is incomplete beta function. Then                

J!��� � Tc�	� +O eHI���; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ �. , Td % 1.                                    �3.2.2� 
Now, we find Bounding for J*���. 
Since J*��� � 8 8 O �V�Q,R�	"����D	��∞		EHI���E , and the inequality �2.2.6� holds 

for generalized exponential distribution, that is, for all D % 0, there exists $* % 0 

such that for all � in the support of �, we have Z��, D� # $*D	"���. For this 

inequality we obtain  

J*��� � 8 8 O �V�Q,R�"����D	��∞EHI���E   

														� 	8 8 O 	_I�R`�Q�"����D	�� � 8 *_I�	 	��HI���E � HI���_I�	 .∞EHI���E        �3.2.3� 
Substituting �3.2.2�, �3.2.3� in (2.2.1), we obtain 

5�� � G*���$*�	 � Tc�	� +O eHI���; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ �. , Td % 1.																										�3.2.4� 
For G*��� � h���e , it follows	5�� � h���_Ie�	 � Tc�	� � *�	 ; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ �� , Td % 1.  
Putting @ � *!  in lemma 1, we obtain �� � �∞ � >l�5�� � 5��m. Hence 

 

�� � �∞ � > �� h���_Ie�	 � 2c�	� � *�	 ; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ ���I,      
 

             															� �h���_Ie�	 � 2c�	� � *�	 ; c, 1 � �1 Td⁄ ����                            �3.2.5�  
 

In the next, we investigate the lower and upper bounds on the expected nearest 

neighbor distance for exponential distribution. Recall that, the generalized 

exponential distribution coincides with the one-parameter exponential distribution 

when the shape parameter c � 1.    
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3.3 Lower and upper bounds for exponential distribution 

 

Let � has density "��� � dO eQ; �, d % 0. Firstly, we investigate the lower bound 

for exponential distribution. From equation �3.1.1�,  and when c � 1 we obtain 

	5�� # *e 8 pr prsI�* p�*E �b � *e8 b�*E �b # *e t *�)*v # � + *�..																										 �3.3.1�  
Now, we evaluate the upper bound, from equation �3.2.1�, when c � 1, we obtain 

M�N, �� � d	OPQ 8 	O p�e P��b∞E � e	�|�e P , d % N.																																																				�3.3.2�  
Hence for N � *S�	, we obtain  

 M+ *S�	 , �.� �	O�� 	� ** 	 I�r}�
� �	O�� 	+1 � *S�e *.�. It follows 

J!��� � Td +1 � *S�e *.� 	8 O�� 	∞HI��� O eQ 	��  

													� S,eSe * +1 � *S�e *.� O �Se *�HI���,			Td % 1.  
For G*��� � h����Se *� , then 

J!��� � S,eSe * +1 � *S�e *.� *�	 � � + *�	., since +1 � *S�e *.� → O I�	}, as  �→∞.  
 

From equation �3.2.3�, since the inequality �2.2.6� holds by convexity of the 

density function for exponential distribution, we obtain  

J*��� � HI���_,�	 � h���_,�Se *��	, where $! % 0. Then 

 

	5�� �		 J*��� �	J!��� � � � 1�	� � log�$!�Td � 1��	 , Td % 1.																						�3.3.4� 
 

Hence 

 

�� � �∞ � > �+� + *�	. � h���_,�Se *��	.
I, � +� + *�	. � h���_,�Se *��	.�.																		�3.3.5�  
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